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Opportunity & Vision:
●  This account is for industry and product specific development and acquisitions that you have a 
definite need, what you might acquire or have a very good probability of acquiring and be dynamic key 
player in the start to finish logistical process that is not only for Made in Canada, but also provides 
great potential for savings, revenue generation, new wealth building and more amazing options.

●  This is excellent for general and technical secure supply lines plus the re-acquisition of existing 
markets with a more  strategic manufacturing vision, with a solid and practical plan, purpose and spirit 
of co-operation made possible by common ideals, values and goals. We don't need import retailers to 
put us out of work, we need jobs, quality, saving, money making opportunities, options & voting stock!

●  Commercial and buying group product and service markets with  amplified ideal and real freedom of 
choice. Being able to buy what you want, including all the reasons for doing that is important.

●  Focused on more quality, customization, style and feature innovation, performance spec’s, 
guarantees and value with outstanding service and satisfaction, offering more options, involvement, 
benefits, compensation and reward. This will create jobs in Canada all over! Hurray! You got my vote!

● More efficient, effective and direct customer delivery systems, buying & acquisition groups, co-
operatives, production and inventory financing, enhanced job and career environment, compensation, 
discounts and the distinguished honour of building the future day by day. Based on “many hands 
make light work”, and “we don't need expensive shopping malls, we need factories”. Why didn't 
anyone think of that before? This is not the in-debt, enslave, terrorize, threaten, extort, defraud, import, 
overcharge you can't do anything about it business model. So, you are either in or out, there is not 
middle ground.

●  Do the math eh!?  Reflect on the options and create a new economic reality. The mass exports of 
jobs, money and excessive import retail operations have done a lot of damage to communities, 
industrial and economic environments, families and people across the country and world for that 
matter. We can compensate for the sellout, betrayal, dumping and mismanagement of national 
economic vitality with the UFC of Made in Canada. Feel free to sign up, buy tickets, be in the crowd or 
in the ring, wake up, get pumped and feel alive! If you think you are tough? I double dare ya!

Explore & Discover:
●  Get the MAX RSVP, any unit may typically reflect directly the product cost based on a proposed 
production quantity, and it's also possible to get a fraction now and acquire the rest later conveniently. 

●  Excellent for a limited or variable production run. Yes, we can make so many of these at this price, 
quality, style, performance and more, we can create jobs and a better quality of life, you can have 
more money in your pocket, this is how it will happen...plus you are part of the make it happen team! 

●  Special orders: What kind of world would it be with custom special orders eh? Also limited 
production runs for special promotions, our members or inventory for buying group purchase orders, 
so planning for member orders of various increment plus or minus, like 5,000 of these, 25, 000 of 
those, 55,000 of these too and let's say, just about everyone wants one of these, asap.

●  This account offers rewarding RSVP options and mutual agreement to make anything possible.

●  People that care about and value Made in Canada can do anything if they set their mind to it!

●  Kick start a business, technology and product line, generate profit sharing, revenue, options and 
sales compensation, pass through securities you got it, that's all part of the deal.
Now, back to our sponsor. Nothing compares to standing on guard for Canada, is there?
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